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Legend of wwe wrestlemania universe

This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. #BRINGONTHEMAYHEMWWE Mayhem is bigger &amp; bolder than the rest, with fast mobile arcade action and over-the-top moves! Play as John Cena, The Rock, The Man- Becky Lynch, Ronda Rousey, Undertaker, Goldberg and ALL your favorite WWE legends and superstars in this high-
flying, in-ring, arcade action game. Take your WWE Superstars to the next level in the weekly WWE RAW, NXT and SmackDown Live Challenges! Compete on the road to Wrestlemania and lead your WWE Champions and Superstars to victory in the WWE Universe.Play through epic and Marvel wrestling matches between WWE Legends and WWE
Superstars to determine the greatest of all time, each with their own Signature Moves and Super Specials.ROSTER SPECTACULARChoose from the ever-growing list of WWE Superstars and WWE Legends, Including: John Cena, The Rock, Andre the Giant, Triple H, Xavier Woods, AJ Styles, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Roman Reigns, Randy Orton, Sting,
Seth Rollins, Jinder Mahal, Kalisto, Big E, Fiend, Aleister Black, Lana, Charlotte Flair, Bayley, Asuka, Alexa Bliss and many other immortals. Each WWE Legend and WWE Superstar has a distinctive and stylized look, adding to the overall spectacle and atmosphere. Collect, level up and manage your SuperStars teams wisely to receive synergy bonuses
based on team affiliation and relationships taken from the WWE Universe and Championships.6 DISTINCTIVE SUPERSTARS CLASSES:Pick up WWE action with 6 distinctive character classes. Create the ultimate WWE Superstar team with BRAWLER, HIGH FLYER, POWERHOUSE, TECHNICIAN, WILDCARD &amp; SHOWMAN. Each class has unique
strengths and advantages of combat. TAG TEAM AND WEEKLY EVENTS: Build your squad of powerful WWE Superstars and team up with other champions in a tag-team match-up. Play action-packed events in sync with real WWE Live shows like Monday Night RAW, SmackDown Live, Clash of Champions PPV and monthly title events. NEVER SEEN A
REVERSAL BEFORE: Reverse time perfectly to turn losses into a win! Build your special attack meter throughout the battle and use it as a brutal special move or reversal. Be careful though - the reversal can be reversed! PLAY WITH YOUR FRIENDS IN LIVE EVENTS AND VERSUS MODE:Build your defenses with your favorite WWE superstars and take
on your friends in Versus mode. Take your experience to the next level by adding additional WWE legends and superstars to your team. ALLIANCE &amp; ALLIANCE EVENTSJourney through unique missions and battles through classic exciting WWE storylines. Team up with your friends and other Mayhemers to build the strongest AllianceStrategize and
Battle to the top of the Alliance Events to earn exclusive AllianceREWARDS &amp; BOUNTIES Rewards:Aim for the ultimate WWE Championship title to earn valuable bonus prizes with every win. Your lootcases to unlock new character classes, gold, boosts, special rewards and even high-level WWE Superstars! Wwe Wwe provides all the adrenaline, thrill
and excitement associated with Live WWE Match! Experience the raw emotions of WWE Action Now - DOWNLOAD WWE MAYHEM! This game is completely free to download and play. However, some items can be purchased with real money in-game. You can limit in-app purchases in store settings. Recommended hardware: iPhone 5 and later, iPod
Touch 6 and later, iPad 4 and later, iPad Mini 2 or higher. Requires iOS 8 or laterAs of us on Facebook - of our Youtube - us on Twitter - us on Instagram - Community - //www.wwemayhemgame.com/ December 10, 2020 Version 1.39.144 MAYHEM FEST UPDATEWWE Mayhem Fest returns with the third anniversary of WWE Mayhem just around the
corner. Enjoy special rewards for logging in during the anniversary week. Get 3.4 &amp; 5 star keys from Versus. Enter the WWE Anniversary Event to win even more 3.4 &amp; 5-Star Keys.ANNIVERSARY GIFT Our appreciation for endless support extends further, where every Mayhemer will receive a new 3-star version of Alexa Bliss, completely FREE!
Return between December 14 and December 17 to receive it from your inbox. TLC PPVGet ready for chaos with upcoming TLC events where crashes are louder, smashes are bigger and stakes are higher. Take part in branched and ultra events. In addition, set your own fate inside the square circle in Main Card Matches.HOLIDAY CAMPAIGNWhile there
were plenty of Superstars to embrace the holiday spirit, five WWE Superstars, who presented their festive aspect as Santa Claus, are going to WWE Mayhem. Collect a special snowflake currency throughout the campaign to claim the new 4-star Santa Superstars from Santa Lootcase.CHRISTMAS GIFTCome Christmas morning, don't forget to log in for
something extra special! All users who log in to Christmas will receive Christmas lootcases, which will include a large bouquet of gadgets. Lol the loot given out will depend on the player level. NEW SUPERSTARSKeep is collecting Snowflake's holiday campaign currency to demand new 4-Star Santa versions of John Cena, Stone Cold, Steve Austin, Big
Show, Vader and R-Truth from Santa Lootcase. Keep an eye out for the new 5-star superstars who join Mayhem.EVENTS AND ALLIANCE SEASONT the update is star-studded and abounds in spectacular versus events. Enjoy the best actions in various campaign events to fight for the right currencies. Enter the ring as stars to rule alliance leaders. Take
out various challenges to conquer special Quests.So, grab a piece of cake and join us for the celebration! The best game I've ever played in it and the first person I've had was my favorite Wrestler AJ STYLE I have some characters, but it's amazing, I had some fun I haven't even played for two months but other games no more forgot about the super card
masters I'm a professional in this game I hope that Zack Ryder and cm punk soon I'm only 8 and I've never go crazy just part of it I don't like it I love this game until i pretty much almost forgot about breakfast when it's an amazing game I keep waiting for more updates and i should add more titles and stars i can't even stop playing one time i fell asleep playing
it's sorry it's so long it's just this game is so awesome that guys need more games like it is like all the stars, but free me fun and addictive I would like to give my heart to play it thank you very much for putting this game in my WWE life and actually went to RAW before when I went I felt so happy with my brother and dad thank you very much for that. The game
I hope you like this bye report is not back to my #1 favorite game called WWE MAYEM played for five months and was great and the game was challenging because the game modes were fun and playable and felt expired to unlock every star-level edition of each wrestler with all the loot cases, but since the update in May. The game is basically getting boring
and deteriorating every update now because we are no longer able to collect all the wrestlers from the loot cases at star level now most of the roster that have been in the game since the beginning are removed, it is easier to get three/five star level edits now. Finally, most game modes are unplayable because Endless Tower only gives you a wrestler at two
star level, fighting the star 2-5, the levels in the event and the other modes are unbalanced because the two star levels have the same level, even the Alliance have five levels and we can no longer collect all superstars level stars, but if you had five levels, so each star level edition each wrestler do have to have a common level and one star will matter to play
again so we can collect each star level edition of each wrestler in the men's and women's division of Stone Cold Steve Austin Rock, Brock Lesnar, Ember Moon game will be enjoyable again just as much in Alliance mode to complete each level three times at this level in this mode, so everyone on the Alliance must play Since completing them ten times is
impossible, we can only play three or four times a day in three years Hello, we really appreciate the detailed feedback and make sure to pass the same to our teams. Our teams are constantly working to improve the game with each of our updates, and your feedback helps:) The game was great, but now it will be a long slow grind that frankly is not worth it.
The main problem with this game is that you will regret the time you invest in. Developers are just bad. They don't really listen to their community or fix tickets. They release new top-level superstars every 4 months, and these stars are stuck in loot, which is very difficult to unlock. Even if you pay for loot, guess what you have a 1% chance of unlocking one of
these rare superstars. Like any loot most games are not sustainable. They say it's 1%, but in some cases, such as cases of top-level stars that unlock the same characters as 3 times, even if you think you have the same chance to unlock all the top-level stars. And guess the one you unlock 3 times are the same weak low-level characters. Game updates
sometimes lack a schedule, so the main events of the wwe are missing, and now they took a pop offer that gave the opportunity to update the characters without grinding for months. WWE is a great universe, but this game is constantly disappointed, after this new change, I'm ready. There is a mode that they have promoted for a year and they have not been
releasing either. When it does, I wouldn't be shocked that it's dead to hype. Save yourself some time and stay away from this game. Developer Reliance Big Entertainment UK Private Ltd has indicated that the application's privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see your privacy policy. The following data may
be collected but not associated with your identity: The privacy policy for id usage data may vary, for example, depending on the features you use or age. App privacy policy For apps Learn more about the developer site
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